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Instructions
Please complete the following template, typing your text into the box beneath each
heading, as indicated. If any matters raised apply solely or particularly to any
collaborative provision encompassed by this report please ensure that this is clear and
that you identify the partner institution(s) involved if it is not otherwise evident.
Home institution and/or other professional/institutional affiliation of external examiner.
The Open University
PART ONE : SUMMARY RESPONSE ON STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENT
'In the view of the examiners, the standards set for the awards are appropriate for
qualifications at this level, in this subject.'
Is the above statement correct (Yes/No)
Yes
If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information, please do so below.

'In the view of the examiners the standards of student performance are comparable with
similar programmes or subjects in other UK institutions with which they are familiar.'
Is the above statement correct (Yes/No)
Yes
If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information, please do so below.
As this is a new programme, I have only seen work from the first two modules to date.
Students are thus at the beginning of a learning journey. Their performance is fairly low to
date, accurately reflected in the marking and feedback, and I would expect this to rise as
they progress through the programme.
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'In the view of the examiners, the processes for assessment, examination and the
determination of awards are sound and fairly conducted.'
Is the above statement correct (Yes/No)
Yes
If you have stated ‘no’, or if you wish to give additional information, please do so below.
This is the first time the team have been through the examination board process. There
were some things that they were unsure of but I am confident in the systems being in
place to iron them out.

Where appropriate, a description or bullet point list of any particular strengths or
distinctive or innovative features in relation to standards and assessment processes, that
would be worth drawing to the attention of external audiences.
This is, in itself, an innovative course. It is based on a framework (IDIBL – interdisciplinary inquiry-based learning that is designed to be applicable to a range of workrelated contexts at levels 4 to 7. It is the first course to be implemented against this
validated framework. The assessment processes are similarly generic and exemplified
through mapping to the students’ own contexts. This works well and gives the student a
key role in the assessment process.

FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE PROGRAMME LEADER:
The issues and good practice raised in this report should be incorporated within the
relevant Programme Quality Enhancement Plan (PQEP) and a copy of the plan sent to
the External Examiner (with a covering letter) and (unless the PQEP is on QualTrack) to
eereports@bolton.ac.uk by the end of November.
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PART TWO: QUALITY OF PROVISION
This section of the Report will be used to give the Programme Team (including staff at
any partner organisation) further feedback on the quality being achieved in the
programme, the effectiveness of the assessment processes, the quality of the student
learning experience and the quality of student achievement. Where responsibilities
include collaborative provision please identify the partner organisation(s) involved. It
would be useful if you could identify areas of good practice as well as issues for action.
A. Academic Quality
Please give your views on the quality being achieved in the curriculum and the quality of
provision being delivered, particularly curriculum content and teaching and learning
strategies. Please indicate any specific action that you believe could be taken to enhance
quality. If you feel that quality is at risk in any respect, please comment on any specific
action that could be taken to address this.
Rating
PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERALL RATING OF ACADEMIC QUALITY

2

Key: 1=Excellent 2=Highly satisfactory 3=Acceptable 4=Unsatisfactory 5=Very
unsatisfactory

Please identify concisely below those major strengths and/or weaknesses (if any) in
Academic Quality which in your view are sufficiently significant to warrant explicit
attention, action and tracking by the appropriate part(s) of the University.
Significant Strengths
1. The linkage between professional practice and theories and models
2. The contextualisation to individual settings and needs
Significant Weaknesses
1. The provision of background reading and materials to guide students in the
theoretical frameworks that underpin their study.
2. The lack of criticality in the student’s response (probably as a result of the previous
point).
Please use the space below for further explanatory comments and/or any additional
points you wish to raise.
There was some confusion in the documentation between learning outcomes,
assessment criteria and assessment product. For example in the final product of the
‘Analysing the Professional Context’ module. What are the learning outcomes and
criteria?
B. Assessment Processes
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Please comment on the appropriateness of the assessments in assessing the learning
outcomes of the units (including work-based learning where relevant), the reliability of
internal marking procedures and the effectiveness of the moderation processes.
Rating
PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERALL RATING OF ASSESSMENT PROCESSES

2

Key: 1=Excellent 2=Highly satisfactory 3=Acceptable 4=Unsatisfactory 5=Very
unsatisfactory

Please identify concisely below those major strengths and/or weaknesses (if any) in
Assessment Processes which in your view are sufficiently significant to warrant
explicit attention, action and tracking by the appropriate part(s) of the University.
Significant Strengths
1. Personalisation of feedback
Significant Weaknesses
1. Lack of in situ comments on work
Please use the space below for further explanatory comments and/or any additional
points you wish to raise.
The key strength of this programme is the way in which there is an authentic learning
experience through its application to the workplace. This similarly applies to assessment
processes.
There programme’s coherent contextualisation in individuals’ workplaces means that
each student’s journey is highly personal. It also means that there will be a tendency for
students to be engrossed in the same context throughout their journey to MA. The same
context will apply to a number, if not all, modules. The team to be careful to avoid work
being assessed, and credited, more than once. Students could be encouraged to be
explicit about the journey showing how later work is distinct from, references and build on
earlier work.
Feedback is against learning outcomes and I would have expected it to have been
against criteria. This is the manifestation of the confusion noted above.
C. Quality of Student Learning Experience
On the evidence available to you, please give your views on the quality of the students'
learning experience, including provision of student support and guidance and teaching
and learning resources, indicating whether you have had the opportunity to meet
students.
PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERALL RATING OF STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Rating

Key: 1=Excellent 2=Highly satisfactory 3=Acceptable 4=Unsatisfactory 5=Very
unsatisfactory

Please identify concisely below those major strengths and/or weaknesses (if any) in the
Student Learning Experience which in your view are sufficiently significant to warrant
explicit attention, action and tracking by the appropriate part(s) of the University.
Significant Strengths
1. Students report that the course in one that has re engaged them with academic
study.
2. The tutor team is unequivocally praised.
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Significant Weaknesses
1. Small numbers on the programme make the viability of discussion forums less than
it should be.
2. The concept of an e-portfolio is not yet manifested as well as it might be. More
guidance needs to be given as to what makes an effective e-portfolio.
Please use the space below for further explanatory comments and/or any additional
points you wish to raise.
I spoke to two students to get feedback. They were very positive about the course and
espoused the concept of being co-learners with their peers and, indeed, with the tutor
team. The small numbers did mean that the experience moved to being one of a group
learning together to one-to-one tutorials. This was reported by both students and the team
as being an issue to address.

D. Student Achievement
Please comment on the overall quality of performance being achieved by students.
PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERALL RATING OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Key: 1=Excellent 2=Highly satisfactory 3=Acceptable 4=Unsatisfactory 5=Very
unsatisfactory

Rating

3

Please identify concisely below those major strengths and/or weaknesses (if any) in
Student Achievement which in your view are sufficiently significant to warrant explicit
attention, action and tracking by the appropriate part(s) of the University.
Significant Strengths
1. Application to the workplace context.
Significant Weaknesses
1. Lack of incorporation of theoretical models.

Please use the space below for further explanatory comments and/or any additional
points you wish to raise.

E. Do you have any additional comments about programme quality (other than any
covered previously in this report), including good practice, which you particularly wish to
note?
The application of the IDIBL framework is clear and the programme appears to meet a
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specific need. The target audience and associated marketing strategy needs to be more
clearly articulated, I feel. I was left wondering ‘Who is this for?’ (beyond those who had
signed up). There is possible articulation with PGCHE and this opens up a much bigger
audience. The programme would equally be appropriate for others outside of the
university. School teachers would be a natural part of this audience but TDA funding of
other level 7 programmes would diminish its attraction – it is not part of the PPD
framework. The team needs to investigate other markets to boost numbers so that the
course can be a truer demonstrator of the IDIBL framework in practice.
The learning guides are posted as wikis and anyone can edit them. While commendable
in principle I feel it would be useful to have some material in read-only form (eg PDFs) to
provide core information to students.
I thank the team and all at the University involved in this process for a smooth visit and
meeting. The provision of online access to see into the VLE is particularly welcome. It is
hoped that in future this will be an ongoing permission for external examining.
In the light of small numbers the need for a second visit was discussed. The use of video
conferencing may be more cost and time effective.

F. Are you satisfied that any previous comments made by you as External Examiner
have been noted and responded to?
N/A
Comments: This is the first report.

FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE PROGRAMME LEADER:
The issues and good practice raised in this report should be incorporated within the
relevant Programme Quality Enhancement Plan (PQEP) and a copy of the plan sent to
the External Examiner (with a covering letter) and (unless the PQEP is on QualTrack) to
eereports@bolton.ac.uk by the end of November.
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Please return by e-mail to eereports@bolton.ac.uk
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